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1 Introdution

The Planning of a TraÆ Light System problem is about adjusting the times

of green light signals at rossings so that traÆ jams are minimized.

The Transportation Theory optimizes the method of transporting goods

to minimize the time or the ost of the transport (or, equivalently, to maxi-

mize one's pro�t).

The goal of this work is to present a method for onverting the TraÆ

Light System theory to a Transportation Problem.

2 The onversion

Let:

� D - the set of destination diretions (all outgoing),

� S - the set of all soure diretions,

� N - the number of ars arriving at the rossing in a unit of time.

The resoures to be split are the destination diretions, and the reeivers

are the destination diretions along with the soure diretions. Thus, the set

of produers is D, and the set of reeivers - S �D.

Let:

� the number of produers m = D,

� the number of reeivers n = S �D,
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� the quantity of prodution A
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� the quantity of demand B
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to leave in the diretion d
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A fake reeiver (a "storage"), whose demand shall equal the di�erene:

B

n+1

between the numbers of arriving and leaving ars, needs to be intro-

dued, allowing us to have a losed Transportation Problem. This models

the ars that stayed on the rossing.

The ost funtion shall be onstruted the following way:
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where:

� X = [x
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- the matrix of ars d 2 D assigned to

reeivers (meaning the amount of transport from the produer to the

reeiver),

The ost funtion shall rise the more, the more ars leave the rossing

from a given diretion and the more ars are left waiting from the other

diretions (the initial number of provided ars minus the number of those

whih left already).

Construting the ost funtion this way auses results where more ars

leave from the diretion whih provides more, to be preferred, yet limiting

situations where ars from only one diretion (the one whih has most) leave

the rossing.

3 Conlusions

The TraÆ Light System problem an be onverted to a non-linear losed

Transportation Problem.
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